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Why Personalization is Critical When it
Comes to Customer Service Chatbots
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While in estment in AI powered platforms is on the rise, less than a

quarter of CX Leaders are able to provide their customers with a
highly-personalized experience.
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Highly-technical AI tools continue to pose
obstacles for customer service teams
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s ills to personalize their
AI tools

33% of businesses say automation 

tools offer little more than responses to FAQs

26% of CX teams feel their AI solution is not
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capable of customization
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34% of CX leaders are limited by tools with
access to CRM info only
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their tools
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Without enabling personalized
experiences, AI tools are hindering,
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not helping the business
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0% of CX teams cannot sufficiently

personalize customer interactions

9% of businesses are dependent on live
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channels to meet customer needs

51% of AI tools are resulting in negative
experiences that lead to customer churn

CX teams crave chatbots that facilitate deep levels

.

of customized engagement They

want platforms

that:
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Benefits personalization brings  
to the business:
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Dig into these numbers

and read the full commissioned

Forrester Report

Get the full report
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Experience (ACX), Ada personalizes engagement across the
g the power of AI in the hands of the people who know your business best. Ada
makes it simple for non-technical teams to build an automated, enterprise-class chatbot platform that
saves time, reduces costs, and improves engagement.


As the mar et leader in Automated Customer
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ada.support

customer ourney by puttin

quently asked questions – it encourages users to take action in a
meaningful way, thereby solving more than 70% of customer inquiries and freeing live agents to respond to

Ada does much more than respond to fre

only the most mission critical interactions.



Head

quartered in Toronto, Ada enables clients around the world, like TELUS, Square, and Air Asia, to provide
100 languages.

their customers with 24/7 personalized support in more than

@AdaSupport
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faceboo .com/ etadasupport
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lin edin.com/company/ada support inc.
hello@ada.support

1 55) 232-7593
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